
For 15 years Kudelski Security and Fortinet have partnered to offer enterprise clients innovative, solutions to 
secure and simplify their IT infrastructure. The combination of Fortinet's powerful network security solutions 
and Security Fabric, with Kudelski Security's wealth of operational experience and deep resources has helped 
hundreds of organizations across Europe and the US secure their entire network, from IoT devices to the cloud. 

Kudelski Security has rich experience delivering tailored, business-oriented security solutions. In 2019 the 
company was named in the top 20 Managed Security Services Providers worldwide by MSSP Alert, and a leader 
in emerging MSSPs by Forrester. With over 300 engineers and security professionals on hand, Kudelski Security 
has the capabilities to design, build, and manage Fortinet solutions for any enterprise environment.

Delivering World-Class Network, Endpoint, 
Application, and Access Security

Fortinet Solutions Made Easy

FORTINET & KUDELSKI 
SECURITY

Fortinet provides top-rated network and content security, as well as secure access products that share intelligence

and work together to form a cooperative fabric. Our unique security fabric combines security processors, an intuitive

operating system, and applied threat intelligence to deliver broad protection and visibility to every network segment,

device, and appliance, whether virtual, in the cloud, or on-premises. Security resources automatically synchronize to

enforce policies, coordinate automated responses to threats, and easily manage different security solutions and

products through a single console

• Next-Generation Firewall with Secure SD-WAN

• NOC-SOC Management & Analytics

• Identity & Access Management

• Public, Private & Multi Cloud Security

• Approved Forticare Provider (L1/L2 Support)

• Secure Web Applications

• Protection Against Email Threats

• Support for Partner API Program

Architecture & Design
Each project is tailored to the 
customer’s unique requirements 
and network arichtecture.

Implementation & Design
Fortinet solutions integrate 
seamlessly with your existing 
security architecture and 
technologies. Management & Support

Get total peace of mind. Kudelski 
Security provides comprehensive 
support and fully managed Fortinet 
solutions.

Fortinet solutions combine to provide a world-class network security fabric. Key advantages include:

The #1 Network Security Solution



Kudelski Security, a division of the Kudelski Group (SIX: KUD.S), is an innovative, independent 
provider of tailored cybersecurity solutions to enterprises and public sector institutions. 
Kudelski Security is headquartered in Cheseaux-sur-Lausanne, Switzerland, and Phoenix, 
Arizona, with operations in countries around the world.

Info@kudelskisecurity.com  |  www.kudelskisecurity.com

Kudelski Security Advantage

Platinum Fortinet Partner

Kudelski Security has been a 
trusted Fortinet partner for 

over 15 years.

Proven Track Record

Hundreds of successful
implementations,

including the largest
single project in Fortinet

history.

Manpower

Over 300 engineers and 
security professionals, and 

operations across the US and 
Europe.

End-to-End Support

A full range of Fortinet 
solutions provided — from 

project conception to 
design, implementation & 

management. 

Accolades

Received multiple Fortinet 
accolades, including the 2017 

North American Growth Partner 
of the Year award.

A Single, Integrated Network Security Fabric from 
Fortinet's 2017 North American Growth Partner of 
the Year

Security Through Simpliticity

Integrated

Broad 

Automated

Solve your network security challenges with Fortinet and Kudelski 
Security.

Protect your entire 
network, from IoT to 
the cloud.

Simplify security 
operations with a fully 
integrated network 
security solution.

Reduce the burden on 
security personnel by 
automating repetitive 
processes.




